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Dear Ms Carnan 
 
RULE 8 REQUEST 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Chair to the Sheku Bayoh Public Inquiry (“the Inquiry”). 
 
The Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (“COPFS”) have written to us to 
confirm your preference for your statement to be prepared under Rule 8 procedure.  
 
The Inquiry issued a Rule 8 request to you on 29 August 2023 and you provided a  
statement to the Inquiry on 11 October 2023. As explained previously, until now it has 
not been possible to provide you with a copy of the Crown Precognition. The position 
has now changed and this Rule 8 request is in respect of your involvement in preparing 
the Crown Precognition. 
 
Under Section 21(2)(a) of the Inquiries Act 2005 the Chair may, by notice, require a 
person to provide evidence in the form of a written statement. Rule 8 of The Inquiries 
(Scotland) Rules 2007, provides that the Inquiry may send a written request to any 
person for a written statement of evidence. I hereby request you provide a written 
statement to the Inquiry by 5pm on 13 February 2024. 
 
It is a criminal offence to fail to comply with this request without reasonable excuse. I 
refer you to Section 35(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005.  
 
The Annex to this letter sets out the areas to be covered in your written statement. The 
documents for you to read referred to in the Annex will be available on our online 



database “Objective Connect”. A link for you to access this system will be emailed to 
you separately.  
 
Please provide your written statement by email to . 
 
Section 22(1)(a) of the Inquiries Act 2005 states that a person may not be required, 
under section 21, to give, produce or provide any evidence or document if you could 
not be required to do so if the proceedings of the Inquiry were civil proceedings in a 
court. If you are of the view that Section 22 applies to your evidence please advise the 
Inquiry of this and the reasons why you believe Section 22 applies.  
 
Your statement may be disclosed to the Core Participants in the Inquiry and may be 
published on the Inquiry’s website. Any personal information not relevant to your 
evidence will be redacted prior to disclosure. 
 
The Inquiry may issue a further Rule 8 request or Section 21 notice to you at a later 
date if further evidence is required. 
 
The written statement will form part of the evidence of the Inquiry. For that reason it is 
important that it is in your own words. In addition, you may be asked to attend a hearing 
to give oral evidence to the Inquiry. The Inquiry will contact you in future to confirm. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter or the content of your written statement 
please contact the legal team by email at . 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  





Crown Counsel and, if so, what advice was given and what further actions 
taken?  

 
6. To what extent was race a factor in your analysis of the actions of the police 

officers in the Crown Precognition?8 In your view, was this sufficient to inform 
Crown Counsel of the impact, if any, that Mr Bayoh’s race had on the actions 
of the police officers who engaged him? At para 45 of your Rule 8 Statement9 
you refer to race being a matter to consider in your analysis in the event that 
criminality was identified in respect of any of the officers; did you take account 
of how the officers’ perception of Mr Bayoh’s race would be a factor in their 
decision-making and the reasonableness of their actions?  

 
7. Within the Crown Precognition Analysis of Evidence10 at pages 15 and 16, PC 

Short’s account is summarised in parts and analysed:-  
 

Short herself claims that her actions were confined to drawing her 
spray and baton and using them in tactical communication with the now 
deceased, ordering him to stop. At one point she used her baton to 
"double strike" towards the male's torso but did not strike him. She 
justifies taking this stance because Sheku Bayoh was "out of control" 
and "too aggressive" as he was walking away from them. He was "not 
the type of person whom you like to allow to walk the streets" and that 
she felt he was "hell bent on hurting somebody, anybody who came 
into contact with him"… She found the now deceased to be an 
"intimidating figure" of very muscular male about 6' tall with hands 
clenched as if he wanted to fight… Her assessment of the demeanour 
of the now deceased  fits with the impressions 
of other witnesses, particularly those who had reported him to the 
police that morning. It also assists in understanding the nature of the 
perceived threat to these officers.  

 
Please explain how PC Short’s account assisted you “in understanding the 
nature of the perceived threat” to the officers, and the significance of the 
perceived threat to your assessment of the reasonableness of the actions of 
the police? To what extent did you consider the reasonableness of the 
officers’ perception of threat? To what extent did you consider whether their 
perception of threat was influenced by Mr Bayoh’s race? 
 

8. At the time of your involvement in the Investigation, were you aware of any 
racial tropes being used by any of the response officers in their statements? 
Are you aware of any racial tropes now? Would the use of these tropes be 
relevant to your analysis in any way? Would these racial tropes factor into the 
perceived threat to the officers from Mr Bayoh? 
 

9. PC Paton in his statement dated 4 May 2015 states: “For a number of months 
checks have also been getting carried out by officers at a number of identified 
locations in Kirkcaldy due to increased terrorist risk. It also ran through my 
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